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From the cover of Bruce Fleming's play for print—simultaneously, a re-
imagining of the possibilities of literary criticism—stares the face of 
Eugene O'Neill on a one-dollar postage stamp. It is time, Fleming implies, 
for a new currency of communication with our great authors of the past. 
Rather than coming to us through analyses by professional scholars, the 
vision of O'Neill might reach us through a dramatic re-enactment of 
O'Neill's types of characters, crises, and themes. As one of Fleming's 



characters says, in a style of speculation reminiscent of Days without End, 
"People are just the tip of an iceberg in their situations. There's no such 
thing as individuals loving individuals, it's a situation that loves a situation" 
(72). O'Neill's plays, with their tragic/ironic repetitions of destiny, seem 
particularly well suited for Fleming's approach, which does not parody but 
rather praises O'Neill for a vision that seems still readable in terms of our 
own time. Fleming dreams the authorial dream forward, as he did in his 
prize-winning short story, "The Autobiography of Gertrude Stein," in 
which he celebrates another author whose work makes more, rather than 
less, sense as time goes by. 

Fleming's preface is an integral part of his homage to O'Neill. There he 
lays out his rationale for approaching an author in a "creative" venue. If the 
"act of simply re-presenting the world in an act has become central to post-
Modernist art" (xiii), then the next logical step would be for literary 
criticism to disappear as a separate discipline and to merge itself back into 
the work it comments upon. Fleming also explains the aspects of O'Neill's 
art that appeal to him and that he wishes to re-present. For example, he 
takes the twenty-year span of Strange Interlude and stretches it to fifty in 
his own multi-generational saga of a North Carolina family of weak men 
and strong, determined women. Fleming reads O'Neill's excessive length 
as "the taste of the passage of time: a person's life, seen as it unrolls, takes 
odd turns that the person living the life hadn't foreseen. Seen from without, 
a life may have a predictable shape; seen from within, it's clear it was all 
being made up as we went along" (xviii). Fleming interprets O'Neill's 
gravitas as an aspect of his Modernism, "the rearguard action of the 
threatened highbrow" (xi), which Fleming dreams forward and thus recalls 
to life, though acknowledging it is a "vanished sensibility" (xix). 

Fleming makes good use of musical comparisons in his characterization of 
O'Neill's art. Besides his subtitle, Literary Criticism in a New Key, 
echoing Suzanne Langer's Philosophy in a New Key (1957), Fleming 
compares Nina Leeds's musing on life as a "strange interlude" to 
"Lamartine's notion (popularized by Liszt [. . .] in Les Preludes) that `life 
is a series of preludes to the dance of death'" (xx). The asides in Strange 
Interlude, Wagnerian versions of Shakespeare's soliloquies, become in 
Fleming's re-imagining a mother reading a letter she is writing, a father 
using a recording device, a character talking on the telephone. The first act 
of Long Day's Journey, Mahler-like in its "byways and flyways" (xxi), 
could be a whole play in itself, Fleming insightfully notes. Just as O'Neill's 



melodramatic realism prolongs, in a way, the Romantic musical tradition of 
sorrowful mystery, Fleming's character Sarah says near the end of his play, 
"There's something inside of us that wants to reflect on things. Worry 
about them. Regrets that we didn't do better, and wonders why" (95). 

Fleming certainly hears O'Neill's tragic music in our time, but not merely 
as an echo. It has modulated into sufferings more typical of our own time, 
the banal soap opera of one destroyed life after another, resembling 
O'Neill's biography more than his autobiographical plays. Characters from 
affluent families find themselves in hopeless situations because of bad 
choices, bad luck, and the soulless forces of a money-driven world. Finally 
stranded, they drink and watch television, while their children find their 
own ways into despair with hard drugs, while they enroll their children in 
"baby boxing." Unlike O'Neill, Fleming allows one character named 
Sarah to express modest hope for the future as she discovers the possibility 
of moral seriousness in an existential attitude toward life. She accepts 
people as they are and takes responsibility for shaping her own life without 
anyone's help. Sarah is perhaps how Fleming imagines O'Neill's Sarah in 
A Touch of the Poet and More Stately Mansions should have finally turned 
out. 

There is poignancy in Fleming's all-too-recognizable portrait of middle-
class American family life, but it is an incomplete "homage" to O'Neill. 
Fleming sees O'Neill's vision as literally prophetic: "The shrouded-with-
memories, nothing-is-ever-possible-again world of Long Day's Journey" is 
"just one thing after another" (xxii). But Fleming leaves out the poetry, 
and perhaps the Catholicism, of O'Neill's vision when he charts O'Neillian 
lives into our times. Josie alone in the moonlight with Jim Tyrone in A 
Moon for the Misbegotten, Edmund recalling his experience of mystical 
oneness on a ship at sea in Long Day's Journey—these have no 
counterparts in the world of Fleming's play. Such transcendental moments 
in O'Neill unbalance any equation of philosophical meaninglessness. We 
may not know what they are, but these moments are not simply one thing 
after another. And the Irish stubbornness, as well as humor, that clings to 
these moments is similarly missing in Fleming's worldview. 

Still, Fleming has committed himself in this work to embodying his 
intuition that there is something very right about O'Neill's vision, that it is 
a vision for our time as well as the playwright's own. I like to think of 
Bruce Fleming exposing future officers at the Naval Academy, where he 



teaches, to Strange Interlude and Long Day's Journey into Night. In his 
many books, articles, and op-ed pieces, Fleming has fought to preserve 
intellectual integrity, poetry, and respect for truth in a world (not just 
Annapolis) where the simplicities of a spit-and-polish approach to life and 
death pass for reality. In this book, he has helped us to look O'Neill in the 
face one more time and not turn away. 
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